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My Century : The Odyssey of a Polish Intellectual by Aleksander Wat (1988,
Hardcover)
Remember me on this computer. A copy that has been read, but remains in excellent condition. Bill o'Reilly's Killing Ser. Based on interviews with
Nobel Prize winner Czeslaw Milosz, My Century describes the artistic, sexual, and political experimentation --in which Wat was a major
participant-- that followed the end of World War I: an exp In My Century the great Polish poet Aleksander Wat provides a spellbinding account
of life in Eastern Europe in the midst of the terrible twentieth century. His commitment to his new creed was relatively short-lived, however. Biden
has portrayed this race as a contest between Scranton and Park Avenue, yet Biden left Scranton as soon as he could, nearly half a century ago.
Please enter your name. There is also, at every stage, Aleksander Wat himself, with his keen intelligence, his powerful descriptive gifts and his
moral insight. The cars have plank beds and of course the most coveted are the ones by the little window. Finding libraries that hold this item The
E-mail message field is required. Subscribe to Intellectual Takeout's Daily Digest! TimesMachine is an exclusive benefit for home delivery and
digital subscribers. All rights reserved. Don't have an account? Cancel Forgot your password? In the course of this interview, Biden offered the
following observation:. Later on, when we were in revolt against accepting Soviet passports and were under arrest together, it was so hot that I
took off my shirt. The last paragraph of Aleksander Wat's section of the book ends, "If it hadn't been for the kindness, the warmth that those
people, those Orthodox Jews in Kazakhstanshowed to me, a "meches", a converted Jew The book contains some memorable, terrible
descriptions of wartime prisons: Zamarstynow in Lwow, the Lubyanka in Moscow, Saratov Someone very cruel must have thought that one up
because those herring were covered with My Century: The Odyssey of a Polish Intellectual thick crust — not a layer, a crust — of salt. Yale
University Press. Nicolello rated it really liked it. To preserve these articles as they originally appeared, The Times does not alter, edit or update
them. The opening pages of ''My Century'' call for a little patience. The secretaries were walking downstairs between us, beautiful girls, all young,
very well dressed. Reviews User-contributed reviews Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. Privacy Policy Cookie Notice
Cookie list and settings Terms and Conditions WorldCat is the world's largest library catalog, helping you find library materials online. Aleksander
Wat. Based on interviews with Nobel Prize-winner Czeslaw Milosz, this book describes a vanished world of artistic innovation and political
rebellion. With this offer you will have immediate subscriber-only access to over 1, issues and over 20, articles published since ! The final chapter
in the book is written by Wat's wife, Ola. Brown and William U. Please enter your name. Namespaces Article Talk. New York My Century: The
Odyssey of a Polish Intellectual Books classics. Thank you for writing this. Be the first to write a review. Waiting for God in Inglenook. In the
course of the 's, he shed most My Century: The Odyssey of a Polish Intellectual his political illusions, and as soon as he learned of the Nazi-Soviet
pact in he realized that Hitler and Stalin were intending to carve up Poland between them. Please create a new list with a new name; move some
items to a new or existing list; or delete some items. Smith, edited by Dennis A. Het personenregister en de voetnoten hielpen erg bij het begrijpen
van het boek. Earl rated it really liked it Oct 05, My maternal grandmother came coal town Mahanoy City PA. You may send this item to up to
five recipients. Best Selling in Nonfiction See all. Hardcovers Books in Polish. In My Century the great Polish poet Aleksander Wat provides a
spellbinding account of life in Eastern Europe in the midst of the terrible twentieth century. Books by Aleksander Wat. Raymond CarrCarlos
Ripoll. Charles Rossman. Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. The E-mail Address es you entered is are not in a valid
format. Your request to send this item has been completed. Show all links. Privacy Policy Cookie Notice Cookie list and settings Terms My
Century: The Odyssey of a Polish Intellectual Conditions WorldCat is the world's largest library catalog, helping you find library materials online.
You are currently using the BETA version of our article comments feature. Search WorldCat Find items in libraries near you. Be the first to write a
review About this product. Sep 01, Buck rated it it was amazing Shelves: life-writingin-captivity. He also recounts his many meetings; with the "Old
Communists" who had helped bring Lenin to power and who had fallen victim to the great purge in ; and the "Urks", the common criminals who
could make life hell for the intellectuals and political prisoners. See details for description of any imperfections. Asia rated it really My Century: The
Odyssey of a Polish Intellectual it Jan 12, Most of the guards in Wat's prisons were indifferent rather than actively cruel; some were even
sympathetic. Thanks for telling us about the problem. Ironically enough. Julian Moynahan.
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